
 
BACKGROUND (Catholic Climate Covenant) 
 
The Clean Power Plan (CPP) sets goals for states to cut the amount of carbon emitted from power 
plants. The EPA gives states the flexibility to come up with their own plans to meet their targets, 
whether that means increasing reliance on renewable energy sources like solar and wind, adding 
technology to coal-fired plants that could scrub carbon out of smokestack emissions, converting 
coal plants to natural gas as well as state-wide conservation measures or creating or joining 
greenhouse gas initiatives such as RGGI in New England and the Mid-Atlantic. 
 
The U.S. bishops support a national standard to reduce carbon pollution from the power sector 
and said so repeatedly in letters to Congress.  They reiterate that climate change affects everyone 
but especially those who are both least responsible for the problem and least able to cope with its 
consequences.   
 
As Catholics, we understand the perils of greenhouse gas pollution and its contribution to climate 
change which is already impacting the globe and threatens future generations and God’s beautiful 
creation.  We believe we all have a moral obligation to lower carbon pollution, to protect people 
from climate impacts and to safeguard human health from toxic emissions.   
 
Each of us must act to reduce harmful emissions.  The U.S. government and the states can both 
play a significant role as well.  Pope Francis made this clear in Laudato Si’ when he said, “We 
know that technology based on the use of highly polluting fossil fuels—especially coal, but also oil 
and, to a lesser degree, gas—need to be progressively replaced without delay.” 
 
MORE RESOURCES 
 
You may also be interested in seeing these more general and helpful resources from the Covenant 
and two of our partners:  
 
•    Learn more about Catholic teaching on climate change and the environment by visiting 
Catholic Climate Covenant. 
•    Read the Stories of Hope to learn how groups funded by the Catholic Campaign for Human 
Development are supporting environmental justice. 
•    Read and listen to the Stories from the Field from Covenant partner Catholic Relief Services. 
 

 

http://org2.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=9EFBPYdbhc2LXb2qja9e2Egc9bH1KB%2Bl
http://org2.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=Y7y%2FnZfPE5H97eCWqQ1G6Egc9bH1KB%2Bl
http://org2.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=Faddm8P64w1wkix%2BPPvRuEgc9bH1KB%2Bl
http://org2.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=lwiwGtTSPePG%2BpeuPSIleEgc9bH1KB%2Bl

